WRC STK Factsheet

CP TIMBER LIMITED

STK (Select Tight Knot) looks exactly as the name suggests.
It is a grade of Cedar that allows unlimited number of knots, providing they are sound and tight
(intergrown) and limited in diameter so that in the finished product they will not fall out.
This product retains the durability characteristics of the clear Cedar usually seen in our market but is
pitched at a more mid range market price.
It is sourced from British Columbia where second
growth logs are used which grow faster and
therefore have more, but generally smaller and
usually sound, knots.
There is colour variation from light tan to deep
honey brown as the norm.
It should compete where a lower cost option than
clear Cedar is needed but one that still requires
natural durability.
This product provides this performance requirement with a well structured knotty appearance.
Lengths are produced in even imperial lengths – 8’/10’/12’/14’/16’-20’ with an even spread of lengths.
It is easier to buy longer lengths in STK than in clear Cedar.
You can buy both a pre-machined and rough sawn option from which the machined product is made
at source.
Pre-machined to profile it is a TG&V profile 17.5x136mm on a 1x6 count.
This is reversible with one face smooth and the other face fine sawn to give an alternative finish
option. As it is machined from Kiln Dried stock you get an excellent finish on the clean face and
profiles. It can be produced green too if needed at a slightly reduced price.
As rough sawn it is 19 x 146mm, also sold on a 1x6 count and also KD. Some trimming may be
required to achieve the same final grade as the pre-machined product.

STK is graded according to NLGA rules.
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